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When there’s a buzz in the air, and there’s company to share,  
when our spirits start to rise and there’s a sparkle in our eyes,  

then all of us know there’s just one way to go. 
So together we are  

Singing for joy, in our friendship all as one,  
singing for joy, we’re here to share our fun. 

Feel the pulse, feel the beat, feel the rhythms repeat,  
we love to join in music as together we meet,  
we’re simply singing, singing, singing for joy. 

 
And when our step has a spring and we’re burning just to sing, 

when the driving rhythm starts to match the beating of our hearts,  
then all of us know there’s just one way to go. 

So together we are  
Singing for joy, in our friendship all as one,  
singing for joy, we’re here to share our fun. 

Feel the pulse, feel the beat, feel the rhythms repeat,  
we love to join in music as together we meet,  
we’re simply singing, singing, singing for joy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

At times the road is long, life can all go wrong. 
However hard we try, our plans just go awry. 

Sing, sing, let the music ring  And when the days are dark 
sing, sing, let the light back in when our lives need a spark, 
O sing, then let the light back in, then let the music bring back  
O sing.     light and let us sing. 
 
Singing, singing,    When there’s a buzz in the air, 
for joy we’re singing,   and there’s company to share, 
when our spirits start to rise,  when our spirits start to rise and 
there’s a sparkle in our eyes  there’s a sparkle in our eyes 
then all of us know    then all of us know that there’s  
there’s just one way to go  just on way to go. 

So together we are 
singing. Singing for joy,   Singing for joy, in our friendship  
sing, O sing.    all as one, 
Singing for joy,    singing for joy, we’re all here to  
sing       share our fun. 
O sing, feel the beat   Feel the pulse, feel the beat, 

feel the rhythms repeat,  
we love to join in music as together 

we’re singing, singing,    we meet, we’re simply singing, 
singing, singing,    singing, singing, singing, 

singing, singing for joy. 
 


